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Waiting for a
productivity
resurgence

Martin Wolf Economics
Improvement in living standards
depends almost entirely on rising
output perworker

Y ou can see the computer age
everywhere but in the pro-
ductivity statistics.” Today,
we could repeat this cele-
brated 1987 statement by

RobertSolow,Nobel laureate founderof
modern growth theory, with the substi-
tutionof“technology”for“computer”.
We live in an age judged to be one of
exciting technological change, but our
national accounts tell us thatproductiv-
ity is almost stagnant. Is the slowdown
or the innovation an illusion? If not,
whatmightexplainthepuzzle?
The slowdown, if true, matters. As
Paul Krugman, also a Nobel laureate,
argued, “Productivity isn’t everything,
but in the long run it is almost every-
thing.” Improvements in standards of
living depend almost entirely on rising
output per worker. The productivity
slowdown is amajor explanation for the

stagnation in real incomesand thepres-
sure for fiscal austerity in high-income
countries. Gene Grossman of Princeton
and three co-authors even argue that
themarked slowdown in the growth of
incomes per head also explains the
decline in labour’s share of national
incomeinwealthycountries.
No economist has donemore to pro-
mote the revolutionary implications of
information technology thanMIT’sErik
Brynjolfsson, above all in books co-au-
thored with Andrew McAfee, also of
MIT. But, in an interesting recent paper
with two co-authors, he, too, recognises
the “productivity paradox”. The paper
doesnot resile fromabelief in the trans-

formativepowerof recent technological
advances, particularly artificial intelli-
gence.On the contrary, it emphasises it,
notably in image recognition and trans-
lation. Yet the productivity slowdown,

thepaperadmits, is real.
Thisseemstoreflectweakinvestment
and,aboveall,declininggrowthof“total
factor productivity”, a measure of out-
putper input of capital and (quality-ad-
justed) labour.TFPisameasureof inno-
vation, of the ability to produce more
valuable outputwith givenquantities of
inputs. Without innovation, the rising
prosperity of the past two centuries
would have been impossible. In truth,
innovation, not productivity, is almost
everything.
We should also focus our attentionon
theUS, since this largecountryhasbeen
driving the innovation frontier out-
wards since the late 19th century. A
study by Nicholas Crafts of Warwick
University and TerenceMills of Lough-
borough shows a decline in trend
growthofTFP in theUS from just above
1.5 per cent a year in the early 1970s to
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0.9percentmost recently.Others,nota-
bly Robert Gordon of Northwestern
University, in his masterpiece The Rise
and Fall of American Growth, come to
similar conclusions about the recent
slowdown, from analysis of longer time
periods. (Seecharts.)
Onepossible explanation ismismeas-
urement. It is, and always has been, dif-
ficult to measure the impact of new
technologies, particularly now when
many services are free and many are

provided, invisibly, fromoutside theUS.
Yet it is hard to accept that measure-
ment suddenlybecamemoredifficult in
2005, when the US productivity slow-
down began. Moreover, even when
account is taken of likely mismeasure-
ment, in a study by David Byrne of the
Federal Reserve and Dan Sichel of
Wellesley College, the result is to raise
TFPgrowth in the tech sector, but lower
it elsewhere, with negligible effects on
the whole economy. Mismeasurement
thenisnot theexplanation.

A second possibility is that dimin-
ished competition and expensive rent
capture have dissipated the potential
gains. So we have islands of innovation
and huge wealth, but a weak economy.
Several researchers do argue on these
lines. Thismay even be a partial expla-
nation. But it would be astonishing if
monopoly alone prevented innovative
technologies frombringingproductivity
benefits to today’sopeneconomies.
A third possibility is that the new
technologies are simply not what they
are claimed to be, particularly com-
pared with the wide range of trans-
formative ones from the late 19th and
early 20th centuries: clean water, elec-
tricity, the internal combustion engine,
powered flight, petroleum and chemi-
cals. We take all those for granted, but
they changed everything, as recent

technologies may have not. Artificial
intelligencemaybearevolutionarygen-
eral purpose technology but, a century
ago, several technologies arrived at

much the same time.A complementary
view is that progress is harder now: it
takesmoreresearchers toadvance tech-
nology than itusedtodo(thoughwecan
alsoemploymoreresearchers today).
The final possibility — and the one
that the paper by Mr Brynjolfsson and
his co-authors unsurprisingly believes
— is that this is the lull before a storm. It
argues that thesameproductivitypause
happened with electricity in the 1920s.
It takes time foranewGPTto transform
aneconomy.
Today,AI is in its earliest stages. Soon,
they argue, it will change everything.
This is consistent with the finding of
Profs Crafts andMills that past produc-

tivity performance is a poor forecaster
of futureperformance.
When I look at the weighty presence
in the modern economy of labour-in-
tensive service sectors, such as health,
education and care of children and the
elderly, I conclude that the technologi-
cal transformation will be slow. If I am
wrong, it will be disruptive. At the
moment, however,wehave theworst of
both worlds: significant disruption but
nearstagnation inaverage incomes.
What itwill be in future—slowordis-
ruptive — we do not yet know. But our
societies are built on an implicit prom-
iseofgrowth. If thechoicewerebetween
no progress and disruptive advance, we
must hope for the latter — and do our
best tomanagetheconsequences.

martin.wolf@ft.com
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The long slowdown in productivity growth
Trend growth in US total factor productivity (% pa)

The economic dominance of the tech giants 
Top companies by market value ($bn)

Source: N Crafts, T Mills (CEPR, July 2017) Source: E Brynjolfsson, D Rock, C Syverson (NBER, Oct 2017) Source: Thomson Reuters Datastream
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Artificial intelligence
is in its earliest stages
but soon, it is argued, it
will change everything
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